PRODUCT & MATERIAL SPECIFICIATIONS

SPECIES CHARACTERISTICS

GRADE CHARACTERISTICS

SELECT:
Wood will be selected for optimum color for the species
selected. Color and grain matching will be done throughout
the order, in order, to provide a more uniform look. Select
material will exhibit fewer and smaller mineral streaks as
well as pin knots, than standard grade. Ruck Cabinet Doors
only offers select grade to ensure consistency and quality.

RUSTIC:
All naturally occurring characteristics of the wood selected
are considered allowable. Knots may be a variety of sizes
and may be both sound and unsound. Characteristics such
as worm tracks/holes, ingrown bark and split/ open knots
are considered acceptable and will not be puttied.

PAINT GRADE:
As our most economical material grade, this will typically
include any natural characteristics commonly found in this
species. Heartwood, sapwood, sound knots and other wood
characteristics are considered acceptable and staves will
not be color/grain matched.

QUARTER SAWN:
Quarter sawn is achieved by cutting at a right angle to
the circumference of the tree producing a flake-like or
“ribboning” look on the face of the lumber.
RIFT SAWN:
Rift sawn is achieved by milling perpendicular to the log’s
growth rings producing a linear grain pattern with no
flecking. The lumber is very dimensionally stable and has a
unique linear appearance.
FLAT PANEL:
All of our 5.2MM panels have an “A” grade face (unless
otherwise determined by the material grade) with a super
refined MDF core. This provides a much better product to
finish and helps eliminate the rattle found in plywood core
doors.

SPECIE & GRADE AVAILABILITY
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2019, RUCK CABINET DOORS WILL NO LONGER OFFER FACTORY OR
STANDARD GRADE WOOD IN ANY SPECIES.
Grade Availability & Unfinished Lead-time
SPECIE

SELECT

Alder

12 days

Ash

12 days

Birch

7 days

Cherry

12 days

European Beech

12 days

Hickory

12 days

Maple

7 days

Mahogany

12 days

Pine

12 days

Poplar

7 days

Red Oak

7 days

Walnut

12 days

White Oak

12 days

MDF (Super Refined)*

PAINT GRADE

RUSTIC

QUARTER SAWN

12 days

12 days

12 days
12 days

12 days
7 days

7 days

7 days

12 days

12 days

7 days

*REFER TO MDF TECHNICAL DATA SHEET FOR MORE PROPERTY INFORMATION
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RIFT SAWN
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